
# Tuesday, October 27, 2009 
EXCLUSIVE! 
Mikelele wins K-Factor award, our congratulations to 
him and all other prize winners! 

ZZZ WIN 1ST MATCH, JOYOUS 
CELEBRATIONS COMMENCE 

ZZZ BEAT FAB 
TAPAS 4-1 

Is this the year for ZZZ, this guy hopes so ↓ 
The much-hyped ZZZ or Z3 as they have 
become affectionately known, have stopped the 
rot in style, dominating the Fab Tapas 4-1 last 
Wednesday, Et’owles was on target, as was 
Razeldhino and Mattzelder topped it off with an 
excellent brace. The pressure has been relieved 
from Jonaldo as the defence looks increasingly 
strong and the attack is growing in its lethality. 
The starting team had Camtona and Mattzelder 
up front, with Jonaldo in the midfield and Man 
Da Sar, @#$% and Et’owles in the back line. 
Tomti had yet another strong game between the 
sticks, making epic diving saves, pressuring the 
strikers to hit the bar and knocking it up the field 
excellently from his goal kicks. Jonaldo was 
dominant in the midfield, as were his eventual 
replacements, Camtona and Mattzelder.  The 
defence also looked much stronger with Man Da 
Sar managing his other defenders excellently 
and putting in an excellent performance himself. 
All in all it looks like the Z3’s team chemistry is 
on the rise. A special mention today for Mikelele 
and @#$% who picked up awards on Friday, as 
well as to all others who won something, you all 
deserved them, another special mention to Camtona who has recently celebrated his 
18th birthday.  

In light of this excellent performance we have a special edition player stats 
page below, enjoy.   
  



Player Stats: 
Top Scorers: 
Player  Goals Scored 
Et’owles  2 
Mattzelder  2 
Razeldhino  1 

 Top Assisters: 
Player  Assists Made 
Jonaldo  3 
Camtona  2 
 

Player Ratings (Both Games) 
Player  Rating (/10) 
Mattzelder  7.9 
Tomti  7.7 
=Camtona  7.7 
Razeldhino  7.4 
Jonaldo  7.1 
=Man Da Sar  7.1 
Mikelele  6.6 
= Et’owles  6.6 

Starting Formation 
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